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INTRODUCTION
‘The Cities Alive Design Studio explores the character and quality of city spaces and promotes
radical approaches to green space planning and design in new and existing developments. The
intention is to develop design prototypes for Green Infrastructure in cities that are persuasive,
innovative, sustainable, and will create inspiring places to live in.
The studio develops proposals in ‘live’ situations and engages with cleints and current projects.
The Cities Alive Design Studio focuses on conceptual & strategic design as well as on more
immediate intrventions.’
- Design Brief, Cities Alive Design Studio 2016
The process started with Analysis and Comparision of various factors - elements of Leeds and
Amsterdam. Understanding how Social & Cultural, Economic and Environmental elements
affects Green and Blue Infrastructure of the city. These studies further connects to the process
of identifying Sites in Leeds and Amsterdam. The outcomes of city comparision defines the
project to be developed in each cities.
Part 02 of the report focuses on Site identification followed by learning about extensive
study done by various design schools and others for that area. The studies further arrives to
finalisation of a project and identifying opportunities.
Part 03 is more about studying similar examples - case studies. Learning how things are
resolved at various scales and then generating Vision for a Project.
Part 04 of the report is Design and having Intelligent solutions for the selected area considering
various factors as per the guidelines outlined in Cities Alive Book.
This section ends with Conclusion sheets which gives overview of what is achieved in terms of
sustainability.
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Topography
Understanding Impacts of terrain on the development

Leeds

Amsterdam

Hilly terrain.
Planning: On hilly terrain, planning can be tricky. As the development will happen more on
flattish land
Drainage- runoff is easy, as in case of Leeds where the development is on ridge and water
drains out towards valley (natural drainage ways) and at same time polluting the valley?
Road networks, Entertain cycling, Pedestrians: As Leeds is a hilly terrain, Cycling – Pedestrian
not used to the same level as in Amsterdam. More vehicular network.
Age group: Cyclist mainly are young & mid age people.

Flat terrain.
Planning: On flat terrain, planning is easy and more structured..
Drainage can be tricky, needs more detailing etc. to achieve workable invert levels etc. In case
of Amsterdam, it may need more efforts to resolve it due to high Water table?
Road networks, Entertain cycling, Pedestrians: As Amsterdam is a flat terrain, Cycling – Pedestrian are used effectively. + Policy by authority helps cut down on vehicles.
Age group: Cyclist are from all age groups.
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AMSTERDAM’S CITY HISTORY OF LAST CENTURIES ARCHITECTURE

Légende
Construction
HISTORY- year

0 - 1800
1800 - 1850
1850 - 1900
1900 - 1930
1930 - 1945
1945 - 1960
1960 - 1975
1975 - 1985
1985 - 1995
1995 - 2005
2005 - 2014
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HISTORY OF THE MAIN DEVELOPMENT OF THE TWO CITIES

Leeds AMSTERDAM
Settlement of a Saxon Village
11th
12th Fisherman village settlement
Development of Briggate street 1207
Railway arrives in Leeds 1834
1839 Railway arrives in Amsterdam
Construction of the new Railway
station splitting the city in two 1869
North Sea Canals construction to
1876 connect the city to the sea
Opening of the first horse-drawn
1891
tramway in Leeds
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End of Leeds
tramway

Inner ring construction in Leeds
Pedestrianisation of Briggate street

1950
1960
1962
1968
1993

Modernism theorists start projects filling
canals to gain space for car traffic and to
replace parts of the historic center
Construction of Amsterdam Ring road starting

2004

Construction of the Metro line between
North and South of Amsterdam

2009

Development of the city use old industrial
lands for new residential projects
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URBAN SHAPES

Town center

Town center

Suburbs

Suburbs

AMSTERDAM

LEEDS

City downtown densification and attractiveness
Suburbs built depending of the car
High density in center, low density in suburbs
Suburb spreadings

Average height development
Global vision in new urban development
Average density all around the city
Mixed use in every neighboorhood
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Water management

Water management

Circulation infrastructures

Circulation infrastructures

AMSTERDAM

LEEDS

The city of Amsterdam have an urban logic focusing
development on strong interaction between the
city and the water. The north of the city activities
are isolated due to recent change of land use from
industrial to residential and residential

Leeds focus development on it’s main center and
let heavy car oriented infrastructures access easily
to most parts of the city. The canal and railroad
split the city in two distinctive parts, isolating the
south bank of the river.
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT

AMSTERDAM

LEEDS
Leeds modern development split with old vectorian urbanism traditions. The city suburbs
are structured in blocks
gathering one main
source of activities (tertiary, residential or retail). The center is a great
source of attractiveness.

Amsterdam recent development is keeping the old
urban structures and improving their functions to fit the
needs of the modern city.
Each neighborhood is built
with as many services and
infrastructures as possible,
making the city more resilient.
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INDUSTRIAL AREAS AND POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

AMSTERDAM

LEEDS
Leeds industrial areas are globaly concentrated in the
south of Leeds around the river and the Railway, cutting the city in two parts. The city spread south of south
bank industrial area during the 60s development, surrounding the area and increasing the urban residential
pressure on it.

Amsterdam Industrial area is concentrated in the North
of the city, close to the sea and docks.
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Green Infrastructure Analysis
Understanding Green arrangement across the city.

“The city may look more greener when viewed on a plan or when you walk or drive by them - but the
question is on how accessible & usable these spaces are”.

Leeds

Amsterdam

Plan showing all green (used & Unsued), buildings etc.
Comparision of Built versus Open.

Plan showing all green (used & Unused), buildings etc.
Comparision of built versus open.
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Leeds & Amsterdam

The digrams below shows the green space comparision of both cities. Note
that “Polders” and “Unused” green spaces are not indicated on the plan.
Green Spaces in Leeds seems to be Fragmented. Larger Greens are seen on
the outer ring. Missing green linkages.
Green Areas in Amsterdam, with respect to size of the city seems to have good
cover. Well connected green spaces with green corridor. Linear greens to have
better frontage.

2km.
2km.
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Green Infrastructure Analysis
Major Green on Outer Ring

Leeds

Amsterdam

Private parks , which form a major green on the outer ring of the city.

Polders - Reclaimed land forming major green on the outer ring of the city.
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Green Infrastructure Analysis
Protected Ecology & Wander Nature

Leeds

Amsterdam

Protected Ecology greens provide with an opportunity to achieve green corridors etc.

Wander Nature in Amsterdam, more along the outer ring, creating enlcousre for the city.
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Green Infrastructure Analysis

Local initiatives in Amsterdam concentrate on the
maintenance of green areas, green roofing,and on
turning abandoned patches into high-quality nature.
Stamp park: “Stamp parks” (postzegelparken) is
a foundation that establishes tiny parks on abandoned sites, which are to be maintained by surrounding inhabitants and organisations. Their funding comes from different governments and from
the involved entrepreneurs. Citizens help in the
maintenance and design of the stamp parks. Pocket
parks each have their own identity.

Public Parks - “Lungs” of the city

Leeds

Amsterdam

Public parks in city are in fragments but acts as Lungs to the city and help it breathe. There
may be a need of larger continious green spaces to overcome the pollution problem by increasing population & development.

Larger green area “well connected by green corridors” along with less vehicles, more cycle &
pedestrian movement helps city breathe better.
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Green Infrastructure Analysis
Sports Pitches, Golf course & Sports fields

Leeds

Amsterdam

Sports pitches in the city and Golf course around the outer ring acts as small breathers.

Sports park & School garden / Allotment parks are protected green spaces.
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Green Infrastructure Analysis
Understanding Urban Agriculture Initiatives for both cities.

Leeds

Amsterdam

Feed Leeds, Leeds Edible Campus & Corridor, Leeds edible school,
Leeds food partnership:
These Initiatives are encouraging people to take up activities and grow
there own food.

Grant City Agriculture & Food Initiatives:
The purpose of this grant is to make the food chain more sustainable in Amsterdam .This means that the whole process of food
production, processing and distribution should be more focused on
local / regional origin (urban agriculture), healthy and sustainable
food. With less food kilometers (transport of farmed products) and
less wastage of the food produced.
People are reimbursed up to 50 percent of eligible costs.
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Vehicular Connectivity
Major Vehicular Routes into Leeds with relating images below

Major Vehicular Routes into Amsterdam with relating images below
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The planning for both cities for vehicular use is very different and promotes mixed benefits.
Amsterdam has purposefully made vehicular transport poor to promote other forms of transport. The city has seen many benefits from doing this including; decrease in air/noise pollution and healthy citizens. This has a defect on citizens living in the centre who use cars as a means
of transport. Amsterdam will need to better its infrastructure for the benefit of local people.
Although Leeds has a good infrastructure for vehicles, as a result the city suffers from air quality.
To increase air quality, Leeds will have to reduce the amount of cars travelling within the city.
If the implementations were to happen, it would help create the
following;

Improved Infrastructure
Local Industry Benefits
Daily Use

Increased Air Quality

Movement
Ease Of Transport

Better Connected City
Fewer Carbon Emissions

Infrastructure

LEEDS

AMSTERDAM

Leeds benefits from great road networks catering large amounts of traffic.
The city benefits greatly from the M58, connecting the outer city to the centre.
Due to the great vehicular infrastructure, many people prefer using vehicles
for short distances within the city affecting the following; emissions, noise
pollution and health.

Amsterdam has a poor infrastructure for vehicle use within the centre. As
a result people are forced to use other means of transport for example;
cycling, trams or buses.
Amsterdam has purposefully made vehicular
infrastructure poor to promote with use of other transport.
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Cycling Connectivity
Cycle Routes within Amsterdam with relating images below

Cycle Routes within Leeds with relating images below
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Over the years, Amsterdam has designed and built a well connected cycle haven. The main dangers of cycling
in Amsterdam are crossing points or pedestrians walking onto the tracks unexpectedly. Due to the mass
of cyclists, a problem lies in both the need of cycle parking stands and the need to increase cycle speed.
Leeds has a growing infrastructure for cycling and should use Amsterdam’s cycle planning as inspiration. Due to the weak infrastructure cycling in Leeds is deemed unsafe and difficult. Building safe cycle tracks through Leeds would increase the desire to use bikes as a means of transport.
If the implementations were to happen, it would help create the
following;

Less Traffic Noise
Daily Usage

Increased Tourism

Bike Shops

Healthy Community
Less Vehicular Pollution

Improved Cycle Infrastructure

Ease Of Transport
Infrastructure

LEEDS

AMSTERDAM

Limited cycle tracks across Leeds, force cyclists to cycle on shared bus lanes
or on busy vehicular roads. Due to the poor cycle infrastructure, cycling is
known to be dangerous. As a result less people use bikes as a means of transport.

Wide cycle lanes pass throughout Amsterdam creating a great bicycle infrastructure. Around 83% of locals cycle at least once a week, with an

estimated 881,000 bikes within the city. This has a big affect on parking bicycles and bike congestion along cycle lanes.
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Transport Connectivity
Major Transport routes in Leeds with relating images below

Major Transport routes in Leeds with relating images below
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Overall, the main difference of transportation between Amsterdam and Leeds is the infrastructure and
verity of transport modes.
Amsterdam promotes its well connected city with a large verity of transport modes. There are perhaps
too many options within the city creating a very cluttered environment. To create a less cluttered city
centre, Amsterdam should look at reducing the amount of public transport via connecting tram lines to
bus routes. The use of trams helps Amsterdam reduce air pollution.
Leeds should look at Amsterdam to better its public transportation, in the way of introducing more
electric buses or tram lines.
If the implementations were to happen, it would help create the
following;

Well Connected City
Local Industry Benefits
Improved Infrastructure
Increased Tourism

Variety
Infrastructure
Regularity

Safer City

Ease Of Transport

Less Vehicular Pollution

LEEDS

AMSTERDAM

Leeds benefits from its busy bus/coach station at the heart of the city centre.
Many bus lines bring local/none local people into the centre. A metro line
connects Leeds Bradford station to the airport.
Overall, public transport has a defect on the city climate and noise pollution.
Shared bus lanes provide a direct route into the centre, avoiding rush hour
vehicular traffic.

Amsterdam promotes a well planned infrastructure of tram lines, coach and
bus routes through the city. This helps with decreasing the use of vehicles
and pollution.
The large amount of transport creates a clustered and busy ambience within the city. Due to the well designed infrastructure and cultural attitudes to
public transport, few accidents occur yearly.
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Pedestrian Connectivity
Images showing pedestrian routes through Leeds Centre.

Images showing pedestrian routes through Amsterdam Centre.
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Overall, Amsterdam and Leeds are very similar, the main difference is spatial design.
Amsterdam has used the available space between buildings and open areas to build an inrastructure
or both trams, cyclists , vehicular roads and pedestrians. Due to the demand in space it has meant
that less space has been given to pedestrian walkways. To better the walkways thought must be given
to the ollowing; widening paths and material usage.
Leeds on the other hand has less demand in space or vehicular use, thereore has been able to give
more room or pedestrian pathways. To better the pathways around Leeds, a more accessible material
must be used in all areas.
I the implementations were to happen, it would help create the
ollowing;

Healthy Community

Less Vehicular Pollution
Pleasure

Increased Tourism

Infrastructure

Local Industry Benefits

Less Traffic Noise

Improved Infrastructure

Walkable

LEEDS

AMSTERDAM

Leeds promotes it’s great infrastructure of paths connections
around the city. There are a verity of materials used for paths which
lead to some being uneven and hard to walk on.
Overall, pedestrians have more right-of-way than cyclists. This is
due to the infrastructure for the cyclists.

Due to the space given for all means of transport, the pedestrian paths vary in
width and levels across the city. Materials used can be hard to walk on.
Overall, pedestrians have less right-of-way due to the amount of cyclists and
other transport vehicles used in the city. Due to the amount of transport lanes,
it can be dangerous for pedestrians to cross the road.
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GREEN COMPARISON
Extracts from Group Work

2 Km

2 Km

FRAGMENTS OF GREEN

CONTINUOUS GREEN

Above diagrams shows the Green Open Space (Parks only) in Leeds and Amsterdam - distribution of them within the city & distamce from city centre.
It is observed that
Leeds have green parks which are in fragments, but low building heights (except for city centre & other commercial areas) which makes them more visible as we pass by.
Amsterdam have big size parks; Linear along the road - which gives you a sense of continious green space as you pass by, building are higher than Leeds, hence small green spaces are not visible at times.
The purpose of this study is to identify similar ‘Linear’ green space in Leeds; connected to city centre and have potential to get developed probably in a Regional Open Space - Large areas, corridors or networks of open space, the
majority of which will be publicly accessible and provide a range of facilities and features offering recreational, ecological, landscape, cultural or green infrastructure benefits. Offer a combination of facilities and features and are readily
accessible by public transport and are managed to meet best practice quality standards. (Definition of Regional Open Space as stated on www.gigl.org.uk)
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AREA INDENTIFICATION
Based on the guidelines stated by Greenspace Information for Greater London CIC (GiGL) for Regional Open Space, Similar size of Space is identified in Leeds; on the
West of City Centre, along River Aire. Starting from City centre, which has small open greens and as we drive on A 65, the area opens up.
The area identified with potential to be developed as Regional Open Space starts from Armely mills, Armely park, City Golfs, Sport fields, Gotts Park Public Golf course,
Kirkstall Nature Reserve, St Ann’s Mill, Rugby fields, Abbey mills, Kirkstall Abbey till Barmley Park. This adds approximately to 400 hectares.

IMAGINE A 400 hectares of Green along Rive Aire, which sits between development on both sides. Well connected, Publicly accessible with range of facilities and
has Social, Cultural, Economic & Environmental benefits.

N
Kirkstall
Abbey

Barmley
Park

St. Ann’s
Mill

A6

5

Armley
Mills
This diagram shows the relation of
Area identified with City Centre.
Less Green towards the centre
and more open as we move out.
The need is to establish a connection which makes Parks / Greens
accessible to all.

More Green; Area with potential to be
developed as Regional Park
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City
Centre
Less Dense with
possibility to open up

Dense

PREVIOUS WORKS & STUDIES FOR KIRKSTALL VALLEY PARK (KVP)
Master Plan showing potential area for Development
KEEP is a potential major initiative which would change much about
the way Leeds thinks and acts around food and green space.
The plan shows the proposed KEEP Site in Kirkstall, which sits
between settlement on two side and River Aire passing through it.
This Site is further divided into 6 Areas showing potential area forDevelopment.

AREA 1 New under-bridges and Abbey Mills brewery, shops and green enterprise
AREA 2 St Anns Mills, vertical farm, sustainability centre and businesses (3 options)
AREA 3 Community research farm, shop, café, accommodation and gig space
AREA 4 Canoe club and nature reserves with coppice, orchards, hydro power etc
AREA 5 Energy farm and green technology park
AREA 6 Armley MIlls, sculpture trails, solar furniture etc
These reports can be viewed at https://kirkstallecoeducation.wordpress.com/

A significant amount of work has already been undertaken
which include a detailed report prepared for all areas by
Masters students from Leeds Beckett University between
September 2015 to January 2016
Other studies have been undertaken by Chris Royffe with Design
Leeds and Lindsay Smales with Kirkstall Vision which looked at
connectivity in the area and surrounding.

Image: https://kirkstallecoeducation.wordpress.
com/2016/01/20/introduction/
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PREVIOUS WORKS & STUDIES FOR KIRKSTALL VALLEY PARK (KVP)
Proposed Land-Use Plan
The plan shows the proposed Land-Use prepared by Design Leeds.
DesignLeeds, the research and practice arm of The Leeds School
of Architecture, Landscape and Design on behalf of Kirkstall Valley
Park (KVP), a collaborative venture involving many organisations
and community partnerships.
Kirkstall Valley Park is a not for profit company with charitable
status that aims to establish a new public park in central Leeds.
It forms part of the extensive West Leeds Country Park being
established by Leeds City Council.
Image & Text Extracted from: A Great
Network: Movement and Circulation.

These studies proposes to Improve and regenerate Kirkstall Valley
park by Improving connectivity (cycle and pedestrian) to the park,
letting more people in - to make the place safe. These proposal
highlights Entrances that needs improvement (Entries as bold statement); Retaining the Nature Reserve with limited intervention.

http://kvp.org.uk/projects.htm
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PREVIOUS WORKS & STUDIES FOR KIRKSTALL VALLEY PARK (KVP)
Network Proposal Plan
The plan shows Network Proposals prepared by
Design Leeds.
DesignLeeds, the research and practice arm of
The Leeds School of Architecture, Landscape and
Design on behalf of Kirkstall Valley Park (KVP), a
collaborative venture involving many organisations
and community partnerships.
Kirkstall Valley Park is a not for profit company
with charitable
status that aims to establish a
new public park in central Leeds. It forms part
of the extensive West Leeds Country Park being
established by Leeds City Council.
Kirkstall Park Sits between settlement on two
sides; Kirkstall & Burley on North - Armely &
Bramley on the South side.
Connections from South side to the park are weak,
not making this easily accessible to local people.
On North side A 65 connects this area with city
centre.
The proposals are to Enhance & Improve the
North-South connectivity & accessibility to the
park - Making it more user friendly & SAFE.

Image & Text Extracted from: A Great
Network: Movement and Circulation
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SITE SELECTION & CONTEXT
Historic / Heritage Walk
VIADUCT

KIRKSTALL
ABBEY

ARMLEY MILLS

The Area for Design is identified on a Historic Path, which sits between
Rive Aire on South and Goit on the North.
Presently major area is covered with structures - Superstore, Gas station
and Parking, combining to area of 7 acres.
St Ann's Mill which was constructed befor 1771, this area is inaccessible
& Path from the Rugby Academy ends abruptly near the Sports ground.

SUSPENSION BRIDGE
GOIT WALK

IDENTIFIED
AREA

Weir
GOTT'S MANSION
NATURE RESERVE
ST. ANN'S MILL
Weir
http://www.geograph.org.uk/
photo/4908080

GOTT'S
MANSION

ABBEY MILL

VIADUCT

Weir
Weir
KIRKSTALL ABBEY
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SITE SELECTION & CONTEXT - Area Identified to give Design proposal overlaps with Area 1 and Area 2 of KEEP Proposals.
Previous Proposals - Understanding Interventions in Area1 & Area 2
The plan shows Area 1 and Area 2 on the proposed KEEP Site in Kirkstall.
AREA 1 New under-bridges and Abbey Mills brewery, shops and green enterprise
AREA 2 St Anns Mills, vertical farm, sustainability centre and businesses (3 options)

AREA 1 New under-bridges and Abbey Mills brewery, shops and green enterprise
The proposals of Area 1 is to achieve connectivity between Abbey Mill & Area
around St. Ann's Mill, which is now seperated by wide roads and is very difficult to
get on tghe other side during traffic peak hours.
Part 2 of proposal includes Intervention at Abbey Mills The proposed intervention in this area starts with the rehabilitation of existing buildings, preserving striking features such as the red doors, the metallic stairs, and the
original materials of the facades, and creating new features in the sur- rounding
areas of the Mills. New uses for whole complex is proposed, like: an organic restaurant, a small scale brewery, a sustainability and technology centre, stores for KEEP
products, and headquarters for the ecological projects there are being developed
in Leeds.
AREA 2 St Anns Mills, vertical farm, sustainability centre and businesses
(3 options)
Three options are made for proposals in Area 2.
Option 1: The idea explored to have vertical farm of about 4000 Sqm, using most
of the St. Ann's Mill building to growing and proposing a new block.
Option 2: Having Mill block as sustainability centre with mixed use: Vertical farm,
Community centre, Offices and Worm farm.
Option 3: Sustainable visitor's centre & Forest garden. Other building will provide
bussiness opportunities and surrounding area as food growing.

Information: https://kirkstallecoeducation.wordpress.com/2016/01/20/introduction/
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EXPLORING OPPORTUNITIES FOR A PROJECT
Options to Activate the Area of Intervention

1

2

4

3
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1

Idea of identifying the Site extent started with St Ann's
Mill and its Immediate surrounding, looking at the possibility of Mill block as a Visitor's centre - Foreground
to it as open exhibition space and green open space at
rear side of the block as Sculpture Garden.

2

The Second thought was to extend the Site Area by
relocating the Supertsore next to the Mill, which will
open up the opportunity to have larger green around
the mill as public park and sculptural garden.

3

This option looked at relocating a rugby pitch and open
up the green in continuation to rear garden of the Mill
block & to establish connection from the south side of
River Aire.

4

The above idea further developed to look at the larger area / surrounding and explore the possibility of
"Reclaiming Green"; Opening up the place for public.

SITE ANALYSIS
Site and Surrounding
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SITE ANALYSIS
Historic Maps & Site History
Kirkstall was historically an important centre of industry.
Kirkstall Forge lays claim to being the longest continually used
industrial site in Britain founded in the 13th century by the
Cistercian monks of the abbey, and a number of printers.
The earliest known activity on the site was a medieval mill
race which supplied water to power the corn mill at Kirkstall
Abbey.
Kirkstall's position on the River Aire made it a prominent place
for industrial development in the early Industrial Revolution.
A water power system was constructed on the River Aire
below Kirkstall Abbey between 1760 and 1860; -remains of
this can still be seen today.
Construction of the Leeds and Liverpool Canal began in 1770,
bringing greater transport links to Kirkstall, further increasing
its attractiveness to industry. An array of industries developed
including brewing, printing, textiles and iron forging.
St. Ann's Mill, a mill manufacturing cashmere, opened in 1822
while J.E. Brooke, a woollen mill, opened in 1830.

In historic maps it is seen that area along the river edge and
in between St Ann's Mills & Savins Mills was dedicated as
open space - Sports fields.
This was the case in early 90's and till the super store was
proposed - leading to additition in wide roads and parking
space.
Map - 1890

Map - 1930

Maps obtained from: Digimap - Historic roam
Kirkstall History Text: Wikipedia
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SITE ANALYSIS
Flood Risk

Site Area

The Environment Agency Flood Risk Mapping data highlights that the site area is subject to
both Flood Zone 2 (cyan area) and Zone 3 (dark blue area).

Above Image shows the flood affected areas - Kirkstall Valley Park
Image - http://environment.data.gov.uk/

There are two different kinds of area shown on the Flood Map (rivers and the sea). They can
be described as follows:
Flood Zone 3 shows the area that could be affected by flooding, either from rivers or the sea,
if there were no flood defences.
This area could be flooded:
• from the sea by a flood that has a 0.5 per cent (1 in 200) or greater chance of happening
each year
• from a river by a flood that has a 1 per cent (1 in 100) or greater chance of happening
each year.
•
Flood Zone 2 shows the additional extent of an extreme flood from rivers or the sea. These
outlying areas are likely to be affected by a major flood, with up to a 0.1 per cent (1 in 1000)
chance of occurring each year.
These two colours show the extent of the natural floodplain if there were no flood defences
or certain other manmade structures and channel improvements.
Where there is no blue shading, this shows the area where flooding from rivers and the sea
is very unlikely. There is less than a 0.1 per cent (1 in 1000) chance of flooding occurring each
year. The majority of England falls within this area.

Map & Flood plain Information Extracted from - http://maps.environment-agency.gov.uk
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SITE ANALYSIS

Topography

Connectivity / Linkages

Tree Coverage

The Site sits in Aire valley, hence land slopeig towards it. To the east is Kirkstall road (A65) and land immediate to it have steep slope towards the goit.
The Area where super store sits is relatively flat with some slopw towards
the river.
Nature reserve (island) on the south is about the same level of the main
site.The land adjoining the railway track looks bit higher and slopes down to
river.

In present scenario, the linkages to site are weak, means less accessible.
The red arrow on diagram above shows vehicular movement on site and
surrounding area. Orange arrow indicates pedestrian linkages within the
site extent and at Nature reserve on south.

As a first time visitor it is difficult to see buildings while driving down from
Kirkstall road to Savins Mill way. This is possibily due to large tree cover in
Aire valley. But extensive area is occupied by Superstore, filling station and
parking - about 7 acres.
Large and dense trees along the Kirkstall road - A65, gives no exposure of the
lower bit to users.
Nature reserve island have large-old trees. This area has no public access.

It is observed that pedestrian accessibility is weak and will need much improvement. There is a visible disconnect in pedestrian movement. Idea of
cycle path along goit can be explored, at the moment cycle track on A65,
which is shared with Bus route. (see section in Part 01 - Connectivity of
this report)
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Here is opportunity to develop good connect between seggregated land
bits, either visual or physical connect.
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20

Google Maps

SITE ANALYSIS
Photographs

Superstore, parking and
Filling station - combined
area of about 7.5 acres.

Imagery ©2017 Google, Map data ©2017 Google

Image extracted from: Google maps
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SITE ANALYSIS

1/25/2017

Leeds, England  Google Maps

Photographs
Leeds, England
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Superstore
in background
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Parking
Rugby
Fields
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few trees
Wide Roads

1/25/2017

St. Ann's
Mill

HARSH

Leeds, England  Google Maps

Leeds, England
Image capture: Apr 2016

© 2017 Google

B

Street View - Apr 2016

Beautiful avenue
of existing trees
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@53.8145801,1.6042784,3a,75y,131.23h,93.24t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1s7gI_BghbXHcgynUgYMDh2Q!2e0!7i13312!8i6656

1/1

Service area of
store opens up
on this side.

MISSED OPPORTUNITY

Image extracted from: Google maps
Street View - Apr 2016

Superstore
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Image capture: Apr 2016

© 2017 Google

Nature
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VISION

"Cities need green in sizes S, M, L and XL otherwise the human ecosystem is incomplete."
- Gil Penalosa quoted in 'Happy City' by Charles Montogomery (2013)

This design proposal is about making a small effort towards reclaiming 'S' size green in Kirktsall Valley area of Leeds, following the guidelines stated in Cities Alive book.

Establish missing links: Have

green connected from Upper Armley on South of the River.

Enhance cycle and pedestrian

connectivity from city centre.

Activate St. Ann Mill and
surroundings.

Heal the polluted Site.

Open up the River front green

and make it accessible to people.

Define routes and have proper loop
to make green more accessible.
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ASSUMPTIONS
Mentioned below are two assumptions which forms a strong base for Design proposals.

1

GROWING TREND IN BRITAIN
The growing popularity of little-and-often grocery shopping at the expense of one weekly shop has led to consumers buying less from supermarkets, and more from discounters.
If this trend continues - it would be difficult for big players : supermarkets (with investment on large size stores) to survive and sustain. As the sales from store directly effects the rent paid
for store, salaries paid to employees, repay the debt etc. This may result in shut down or may have to rethink on investing on smaller convenience stores in the vicinity.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/retailandconsumer/11590348/The-battle-is-only-just-beginning-forBritains-big-four-supermarkets.html

My take: that the superstore wrap up there business and relocate to other area and land is available for development.

2

KVP's PROPOSAL FOR ST. ANN'S MILL & SURROUNDING DEVELOPMENT
DesignLeeds, the research and practice arm of The Leeds School of Architecture, Landscape and Design on behalf of Kirkstall Valley Park (KVP), a collaborative venture involving many organisations and community partnerships have vision for regeneration of St. Ann's Mill and surrounding area which says that the building can be restored as a visitor's centre and organic riverside
restaurant using crops grown locally on Burley Mills allotments. It also had potential as an art gallery or a natural history museum, or for sporting uses in connection with the white water
canoe course.
http://kvp.org.uk/projects.htm#visitors

My take: As this site, St Ann's Mill is a key part of the Heritage walk; accessible from A65 - the building have more potential to be developed as a visitors centre / art gallery and have temporary exhibition areas, which will sit in green.
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Project 1:

Westergasfabriek Park, Amsterdam

Landscape Architecture
by Gustafson Porter + Bowman
Westerpark is a neighbourhood of Amsterdam, Netherlands. It is bordered by the
Staatsliedenbuurt on the south and the Spaarndammerbuurt on the northeast and Sloterdijk
area of Westpoort on the west. It is a non-residential area, containing the park by the same
name, the Westergasfabriek (former gas factory turned into a cultural center), the Sint-Barbara
cemetery, and railyards.
Westerpark is also a former borough of the city, which was merged with into the borough of
Amsterdam-West.
Westergasfabriek park - Heart of the Neighbourhood.
Adjacent to south edge is a canal running and is connected with series of bridges accross it. On
North of the park is major train network.
Park Includes following key activities which makes it lively.
• Gasometer Ponds: Former gas holders are now transformed to Aquatic and Water Lily pools
(used as leisure and ecology purpose) These grows Irises & blue pike flowering herb. Lily
pond has 4 kind of lilies growing in.
This is a quiet spot within the park and at times used as picninc area. These ponds holds
theatrical performances as well - overall making this a very active place.
• Petting Area
• Paddling pool: The water used in this pond is not chemically treated as it is reused for planting
in park.
• Play Grounds: There are nurseries for babies; Swings and Climbing stage for 0-4 years age
group & Structures covered with Ivy from which one could sneak through for 4-8 years age
group.

Image: http://www.mecanoo.nl

Relation of green with the
neighbourhood.

http://landarchs.com/westergasfabriek-park-goes-from-a-polluted-gas-factory-to-an-award-winning-design/
https://issuu.com/dienstruimtelijkeordening/docs/parken_atlas_amsterdam/139
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Westergasfabriek Park, Amsterdam
The Site:
The park in centre of the neighbourhood and physically
divides it two parts.

Access points:
As park sits in centre of the neigbourhood, it is essential
to have access points strategically placed - basically to
make it use the most by people.
Weak accessibility may lead in having dead spaces
within the park.

Structures:
As the park was transformed from an Industrial site,
few structures here are retained and have different
uses now. Possibily the new structures are build around
it,so the activity and impervious bit remains within the
same limits opening up the other areas to be green and
permeable.

Cycle Routes:
As Amsterdam is a predominantly cycle friendly city,
it is need to have better cycle connectivity there. As
parks divide the neighborhood these connections
through it are crucial.
The park have good east-west & north-south
connectivity along the periphery, leaving central
area to be free.

Pedestrian Routes & Paved areas:
In a park it is important to have pedestrian access
to every usable areas designed for them. Cycle paths
are shared with pedestrians plus dedicated
pedestrian paths are provided - along water bodies,
within the garden, wetland areas etc.
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Findings / Outcomes
Accessibility
(entry exit points)
Placement of buildings and allied activities
(sensitively-built vs open ratio)
Cycle routes
(appropriate routing for cycle users,
material strategy)
Pedestrian routes
(precise width of path to cater for masses, material
strategy, experience through designed spaces)

Westergasfabriek Park, Amsterdam

Image: http://www.mecanoo.nl/Projects/project/91/Westergasfabriek-Terrain?t=0

Images: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2015/01/westergasfabriek-park-by-gustafson-porter/
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Project 2:

Phillips Memorial Park, Godalming, United Kingdom
The Site:
The park is situated along
the river edge on north and
town on the South side.

Access points:
As the town is on South
side, access poinst are
from the same side from
connecting roads. Key
connections are from the
point where structures are.

Structures:
This is a memorial park,
hence not much structures
are seen within the Park.
Church on the west and
commercial building on
the east. There is visitor’s
center on north west
corner.

Godalming is a historic market town, civil parish and administrative centre of the Borough of Waverley in Surrey, England. It is
30.5 mi (49.1 km) southwest of London.
Phillips Memorail park - Garden by the River.
On south of the park is Godalming town and North side beyond river is open land with Meadows growing there. This gives a
great opportunitu for park users to have extensive views and more open feel.

Park Includes following key activities which makes it lively.
• Riverside Walk
• Allotment Gardens
• Bowling Greens
• Winter Garden
Cycle Routes:
Cycle route runs along east • Wild Garden
west connecting roads on • Library
• Play Ground
the both ends.
• Memorial cloister with Pond
• Fields

Pedestrian Routes & Paved Findings / Outcomes
areas:
Pedestrians shares route • Full advantage of River frontage taken, by having river
side walk.
with cyclist. This path
runs along the river giving • There are number of activities in park which caters to all
age groups, which may increase bonding across them.
people full frontage to
River Wey. There are few
Intermediate paths and a
boardwalk through the wild
garden.
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Project 3:

Sanlihe Ecological Corridor, Qian’an, China

Landscape Architecture
by Turenscape

The greenway stretches 13.4 km in length and varies 100-300m in width across
the city of Qian’an. It covers 135 hectares and benefits a population of approximately 700,000. Qian’an City is located at the south foot of Yanshan Mountain, at
the bank of Luan River, in the northeast of Hebei Province.
The river is notorious for its unpredictable flooding, and has thus been kept outside of the city for decades through this high embankment.Before 1973, the
Sanlihe River had crystal clear water from the groundwater recharge of Luan
River. Although frequently hit by storms and heavy rain, Sanlihe River never
experienced disasters of drought and flood in its history, which also provides rich
water resources for industries and agriculture nearby.
Landscape guides urbanism: The Greenway is used as catalyst for urban development. High density of residential development was envisioned at both sides of
the Greenway. Immediately after the Greenway was built, an enormous amount
of new housing development investment has been attracted and completely
transformed the urban morphology of the city
(Text & Right Image: https://www.asla.org/2013awards/062.html)
BADLY POLLUTED SITE BEFORE REGENERATION

As part of the ecological restoration, the concrete channel of the river was
removed and a beautiful wetland system was created. This allowed for the
existing trees to be kept on site and for the natural wildlife to enjoy newly
created habitats. Apart from that, the riverbanks were transformed into
elegant tree islands, connected through boardwalks and demonstrating
enhanced functionality for residents and tourists. The preservation of the
trees minimized construction costs, which is another advantage.
Pedestrian and cycling routes have been positioned along the greenway,
increasing the access of local communities to the newly designed space.
Low-maintenance vegetation, wetland species, and wildflowers were chosen
for the design of the green infrastructure.

Integration of art: Art is integrated with the ecologically recovered landscape. One of the major
pieces is an 800-meter long Folding Paper made
of fiber glass and in Chinese red, which integrates shelters, seats, boardwalk and lighting.
The Folding Paper is inspired by the well-known
local folk art of paper cutting. Sitting right on the
school route between a densely populated community and city's major elementary schools and
kindergartens, this red-colored installation runs
through the green canopy of the pre-existing
willows, enriches the landscape with planting of
“messy” Chinese pennisetum and wild chrysanthemum, and becomes an artful and unforgettable daily experience for kids and their parents
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Images below: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2012/01/ecological-coridor-landscape-architecture/
http://landarchs.com/from-neglected-to-extraordinary-the-story-of-the-qianan-sanlihe-greenway/

Project 4:

Landscape Architecture
by SeoAhn Total Landscape

Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, Seoul, South Korea.
Cheonggyecheon is a 10.9 km (7.0 miles) long, modern public recreation space in downtown Seoul, South Korea. The
massive urban renewal project is on the site of a stream that flowed before the rapid post-war economic development caused it to be covered by transportation infrastructure. This project initially attracted much public criticism
but, after opening in 2005, has become popular among residents and tourists.
The City of Seoul changed from an autocentric development-oriented urban landscape to one that values the quality
of life of its people and the importance of functioning ecosystems. By demolishing an elevated freeway and uncovering a section of the historic Cheonggyecheon Stream, the Cheonggyecheon Restoration Project created both ecological and recreational opportunities along a 3.6-mile corridor in the center of Seoul. The project has proven catalytic,
spurring economic growth and development in an area of Seoul that had languished over the last several decades.
BENEFITS:
Environmental
Provides flood protection for up to a 200-year flood event and can sustain a flow rate of 118mm/hr.
Increased overall biodiversity by 639% between the pre-restoration work in 2003 and the end of 2008 with the number of plant species increasing from 62 to 308, fish species from 4 to 25, bird species from 6 to 36, aquatic invertebrate species from 5 to 53, insect species from 15 to 192, mammals from 2 to 4, and amphibians from 4 to 8.
Reduces the urban heat island effect with temperatures along the stream 3.3° to 5.9°C cooler than on a parallel road
4-7 blocks away. This results from the removal of the paved expressway, the cooling effect of the stream, increased
vegetation, reduction in auto trips, and a 2.2-7.8% increase in wind speeds moving through the corridor.
Reduced small-particle air pollution by 35% from 74 to 48 micrograms per cubic meter. Before the restoration, residents of the area were more than twice as likely to suffer from respiratory disease as those in other parts of the city.
Social
Contributed to 15.1% increase in bus ridership and 3.3% in subway ridership in Seoul between 2003 and the end of
2008. Attracts an average of 64,000 visitors daily. Of those, 1,408 are foreign tourists who contribute up to 2.1 billion
won ($1.9 million USD) in visitor spending to the Seoul economy.
Economic
Increased the price of land by 30-50% for properties within 50 meters of the restoration project. This is double the
rate of property increases in other areas of Seoul. Increased number of businesses by 3.5% in Cheonggyecheon area
during 2002-2003, which was double the rate of business growth in downtown Seoul; increased the number of working people in the Cheonggyecheon area by 0.8%, versus a decrease in downtown Seoul of 2.6%.
Text: https://landscapeperformance.org/case-study-briefs/cheonggyecheon-stream-restoration

Images: www.restreets.org, www.evankorea.com
kidsfuninseoul - WordPress.com
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Left: Image showing the process of transformation of
Cheonggyeheon Ecological Corridor.

Top:Plan of transformed Cheonggyeheon Ecological
Corridor (Part Plan)

SUSTAINABLE FEATURES:
• The restoration created a 3.6-mile continuous east-west green corridor for pedestrians, bicyclists, and wildlife.
• Connectivity within the greater transportation network was improved by adding 22 bridges (12 pedestrian, 10 for automobiles and
pedestrians), connections with 5 nearby subway lines, and 18 bus lines serving the neighborhood.
• The restoration reestablished connections between waterways. The Cheonggyecheon eventually runs into Jungraechon stream,
which leads out into the Han River. The wetlands at their meeting point are designated as an ecological conservation area.
• Because water is only naturally present in the Cheonggyecheon during the summer rainy season, 120,000 tons of water from the
Han River and several subway pump stations is is pumped and treated to create a consistent flow with an average depth of 40 centimeters in Cheonggyecheon.
• Native willow swamps, shallows and marshes were constructed in 29 different locations along the restoration, creating habitat for
fish, amphibians, insects, and birds.
• A fish spawning ground was created where the Cheonggyecheon and Jungnangcheon meet.
• Terraced vertical walls give visitors access as water levels change, create seasonal interest as levels submerge and re-emerge, and
provide flood protection for the city.
• Natural stones bridge the two banks, creating walkways for adventurous pedestrians and to helping regulate water speeds and
levels and various points along the stream.
• Construction materials were salvaged and re-used from the concrete deck structure and elevated highway demolition. All of the
scrap iron and 95% of waste concrete and asphalt was reused.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Design Approach, Process and Proposals
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04

RECAP
Vision for the project, Assumptions & Facts
"Cities need green in sizes S, M, L and XL otherwise the human ecosystem is incomplete."
- Gil Penalosa quoted in 'Happy City' by Charles Montogomery (2013)

This design proposal is about making a small effort towards reclaiming 'S' size green in Kirktsall Valley area of Leeds, following the guidelines stated in Cities Alive book.

VISION

ASSUMPTIONS
• That superstore wrap up their business and relocate to other area
and the land is available for development as part of Kirkstall valley
park.
• That St. Ann’s Mill will be developed and function as Visitor’s
centre /historic museum.

Establish missing links: Have
green connected from Upper
Armley on South of the River.

Enhance cycle and
pedestrian connectivity
from city centre.

Heal the polluted
Site.

Activate St. Ann Mill
and surroundings.

OPPORTUNITIES
• With more space available, there is opportunity to have large size
park; making it accessible to public - people reaching out to river
edge to celebrate water.

Open up the River front
green and make it accessible
to people.

• Enhance biodiversity by
Utilising Existing Green Space Connections
Using a Native Plant Palette

Define routes and have
proper loop to make
green more accessible.
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KEY DESIGN MOVES
-BIG MOVESOpen up the Area by Relocating the Superstore:
This move will have major cascading effect on parking and road.

OPEN UP 7 ACRES OF LAND (Superstore, Parking and Gas
station)
Place Rugby Fields in the open area (which is free from Superstore & parking)
Opening up the River front green / park for use of Public.

OPPORTUNITY TO REGENERATE
RIVER FRONT
St. Ann’s Mills as Visitor’s Centre:
The mill block will have to be repaired. Few blocks in the vicinity to be retained and used as
maintenance block OR residence for curator.
Demolish part of the existing Rugby Academy building and use retained part as Park cafe:
This move is to enhance the continuity of green space, which is presently blocked.
Proposal of new Rugby Academy block.

Enhance and Improve Cyclist experience along the Goit.
Establish connection / bridge to river front park from south side of the River Aire.
Loop up all paths for easy connectivity and accessibility to the proposed park.
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PROPOSED LANDSCAPE CHRACTER
Design as Envisaged

A

Nature Resreve (No Human Intervention)

A1

Parks (Public Access)

N
E

A2

A2

Edge planting - touching water

A3

Edge planting - touching water (steep edge) at Goit

B

Heritage block (St. Ann’s Mill)

B1

Garden (St. Ann’s Mill)

B2

Remenants - Installation like water wheel etc

C

Sports ground

D

Area along the Kirkstall road with Steep slope

E

Green Buffer - Screen planting

F

Park cafe

G

Rugby Academy, Parking space etc.

A1

C
G
F

.

A3
C

D

A2
A1

E

B1
A2

A2

B

B2
A2
A
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D

DESIGN PROCESS
Program Formulation

Place for people
from city
visting the
centre
community
gathering

-

A Place to Celebrate
Place for Wellness
morning jog
exercise
play

-

Place to Relax and Refresh

St. Ann’s Mill
as Visitor’s Centre

evening walk
readers
for elders

Upper floor - Display Area, History, Audio-visual rooms, Cafe, Public facilities,
Workshops,Souvenir shops etc.
Ground floor - Temporary display / exhibition space, Cafe. (As this area falls in
high risk flood zone, temporary activities are placed at lower level to avoid major damage
and losses)
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DESIGN PROCESS
Sketch Design - First Idea

1
8

6

4

5

2

7
4

Amphitheatre

3

1. Removing superstore has cascading effect. Hence Parking is removed. Wide
road on the North side was constructed to cater Superstore. Hence road width
revised to 7.5m (One way) as against 15m (Two way)

Play area

2. Only pedestrian connection to visitor’s centre from the main road as against
existing vehicular access.
Garden

3. Enhance Cycle route along Goit.
4. Connections / Bridge
5. Park area lowered by 1 meter, making it deal with rise in River level.

Re-shaping
retaining
wall
arrangement of paths in park.

and

6. Retaining wall introduced to negotiate level difference.
7. Visual connect between dense green on both sides.
8. Existing road changed to service road leading to vistor’s centre..

Paths are designed in a way to slow down user speed and make them experience the space. Heart of the site
is where the amphitheatre sits - Major open green. This element is formed by earthwork - no paved or seats
are used in this area. Gentley sloping mound will be used by people to sit. The lowest point forms a stage.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Sketch Design - Sections

Existing trees blocks the view
from the road

Visual connect
underlayer lower than eye level

Connect
Visual connect
Floating
deck
mowed
grass

Tall wildgrass
sense of direction

line of vision

decision to lower the stage area, to achieve
better slope for sitting and view

line of vision
low planting dotted
with trees

marginal planting
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DESIGN PROCESS
LVL + 35.00

Sketch Design
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BRIDGE

LVL + 33.00
Open Air Theatre area size
revised.More area for water
retention.

BRIDGE

LVL + 33.50
LVL + 34.00

Channel Introduced. At time of
floods or rise in water level It
will take water from low area to
river-goit on other side. Most of
the times it will be slope with
planting.

LVL + 35.00

Above:
Key feature like Swale-Channel intoduced for
water to allow to move towards goit and free
up the park area as soon as River level goes down.
Amphitheatre feature - Alteration made to size
and shape of this feature, making it much more
larger than the previous version. Culvert-Pipe
introduced from the lower level (stageLVLarea)
+ 35.00
connected to goit to take water out.

LVL + 34.00

Right:
The plan focuses to achieve planting structure. Shapes for canopy
coverage are made such that it gels
well with tje existing trees and have
very informal - natural and random
feel.
BRIDGE
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
Landscape Master Plan

Design Concept, Idea:

N
74

Working on assumption that superstore no more exist creates an opportunity to open the lake
frontage to people. More visitors -More accessible areas -More safe.
The whole design sits in a very natural setting,with many large existing trees surrounding the
designed area. Proposed planting is such that it gels well with existing planting; shapes of planting Informal. As site is next to river, planting palette includes tall grasses, which depicts water - wavy.
Path are meandering (2.5m wide) raised 1 meter from the ground and helps people to slow down
there speed and experience and celebrate the space.
The waterfront park - level is lowered by a meter (rugby fields are 1 m higher than park). This lowered park will take and retain water during rise in River level. Some water here percolates, some is
taken to goit through culvert/pipe from amphitheater area and channel next to play area.
Few garden shelters are proposed in small gardens - quiet pockets used as wellbeing pods.
A sculpture garden at rear side of Visitor’s centre is proposed which will display art works related
to history of Mills in Leeds.
Boardwalk widens at few points and protrudes towards river side; as viewing points with seats near to water and deep in nature.

DESIGN PROPOSAL
Master Plan-Planting Strategy

N
Trees:
• Acer pseudoplatanus (Sycamore)
• Alnus glutinosa (Alder)
• Betula pendula (Birch)
• Corylus avellana (Hazel)
• Fagus sylvatica (Beech)
• Fraxinus excelsior (Ash)
• Salix Alba (White Willow)
• Taxus baccata (Yew)

Meadow Grass:
• Agrosist capillaris (Common bent)
• Anthoxanthum odaratum (Sweet Vernal grass)
• Deschampsia cespitosa (Tufted hair grass)
• Hordeum secalinum (Meadow barley)
• Miscanthus sinensis (Red cloud)

Wildflower Meadow:
• Eupatorium cannabinum(Hemp Agrimony)
• Lychnis flos-cuculi (Ragged Robin)
• Prunella vulgaris (Selfheal)
• Ranunculus acris (Meadow buttercup)
• Rhinanthus minor (Yellow rattle)
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Wet-Edge planting:
• Achillea ptarmica(Sneezewort)
• Filipendula ulmaria (Meadow sweet)

Full model view

Focus Area - Riverfront Park
Physical Model

Aerial view of the river side park and St. Ann’s Mill
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Focus Area - The Bowl (Amphitheatre)
Design Concept, Idea:
The Bowl sits in the centre of Site - Heart of the Project; Active Area used as Amphitheatre.
The arrangement of Raised meandering path - Board-walk around it enables users to experience and enjoy the space.
The Bowl has dual activities
a. When the river level goes up, the bowl will collect water and release it to the Goit on East
side (Level of the goit is lower than +33.00) through a underground pipe / culvert with arrangement of valve to avoid backflow.
b. At other times this space will be activated with people using it as Open air theatre for
Events. The large grass mound / slopes used by people to sit OR the whole area may be used
as additional play for kids.
Alternatively a tank to store flood water can be provided (this water can further be treated
and used for public conveniences and watering plants. Overflow of thsi tank to be further
connected to goit on the east.
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Rugby Fields
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Right:NIIT, Neemrana. The Bowl, Recharge pit.
Solution to collect rain water and recharge ground water.
This is executed in Rajasthan, India where temperature
goes upto 48 C in summer.
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Below: Limelight, The National Arboretum,
Gloucestershire, England
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Focus Area - Floating Boardwalk, Bridge
Design Concept, Idea:
Boardwalk widens at few points and protudes towards river side; as viewing points with
seats - near to water and deep in nature.
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Floating boardwalk,
6m wide maximum with
seats. Key viewing point
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Kids Play
Area
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Children’s
Play Area
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Below: EANA Park by Base Landscape
Architecture

Focus Area - Floating Boardwalk
Physical Model

A view of floating boardwalk, over the river Aire from nature reserve side.
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Focus Area - Channel/Swale and Visitors Centre
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Design Concept, Idea:
The level of Goit is lower than the level of River on West. During floods in December 2015, it
was observed that water was trying to escape through this route and choking the goit with
shipping containers etc, hence the idea of channel/swale is proposed, to take water from the
area on west side of retaining wall to the goit during rise in river water level. It is proposed
to have grass species in the channel whcih grows at other times of the year. North-South
pedestrian connections are made by bridges over the channel and goit.
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Below: Pedestrian crossing over swale at
Gubei Promenade, Shanghai, China
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N

Focus Area - Children’s Play Landscape plan

N

Children’s Play Area Strategy
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Design Concept, Idea:
Play area in this park is a confined space defined by rolling earth forms from boardwalk
and retaining wall level. These gently sloping mounds are used by children’s to play &
parent may sit and enjoy watching there kids play.
Pockets for play are defined by some colorful trees and feature trees. Use of non commercial play system is suggested.

Focus Area - Children’s Play : Planting Plan & Details

Anthoxanthum odaratum (Sweet Vernal grass)

Lychnis flos-cuculi (Ragged Robin)

Ranunculus acris (Meadow buttercup)

Achillea ptarmica(Sneezewort)

Tree Retention Diagram

Existing condition- Ground level here
is +35.00. Root system of existing trees
equal to its canopy spread.

+35.00

N
Acer pseudoplatanus (Sycamore)

Sorbus aria (Rowan)

Betula pubescens
(Downy birch)

Fagus sylvatica
(Common Beech)

River Aire

Proposal- Formation level is reduced
to +34.00. Root system of existing
trees equal to its canopy spread, hence
precautions taken to minimise the
damage to the root system
+35.00
River Aire
Earth retained to protect root system,
covering more area than the tree canopy
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+34.00

Focus Area - Children’s Play
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
Sections

+35.00

+34.00

River Aire

Raised
Boardwalk

Part 1

Children’s
Play Area

Field fence
(seen in elevation)

Section A-A’

+35.00

River Aire

6.0m wide
Floating Boardwalk
with seats

+35.00

Existing Trees retained along the edge
with marginal wetland planting

2.5m wide
Raised
Boardwalk

Section A-A’ (Part 1)
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Grass
slope

Retaining
Wall

+43.00

Goit

Altered slope

Proposed
car park

A 65
Kirkstall Road

Part 2

Key Plan

A’

Planting to
Stabilise
steep Slope

Goit

2.5m wide
Cycle + Pedestrian
Path

A

Vehicular Access
& Drop off

Section A-A’ (Part 2)
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
Sections

Raised Boardwalk

River Aire

The Bowl

Retaining
Wall

Part 1

Rugby Field
(fence seen in elevation)

Section B-B’

+36.00

+35.00

+33.00

River Aire

Existing Trees retained along the edge
with marginal wetland planting

2.5m wide
Raised
Boardwalk

The Bowl

Grass
slope

Section B-B’ (Part 1)
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Vehicular
Access

Goit

Existing
Structure

A 65
Kirkstall Road

Key Plan

B’

B
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
Sections

+35.00
+34.00

River Aire

Existing Trees retained along the edge
with marginal wetland planting

2.5m wide
Raised
Boardwalk

Section C-C’

Garden
Shelter

Wild flower
meadow

Tall grasses

Existing Trees

+36.00
+34.00

Mound

Grass slope

Section D-D’ (The Bowl)
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Sunken Area, Stage

+35.00

Slope

Retaining
Wall

Key Plan

C’

D’

+35.00
+34.00

+33.00

D

C

Grass slope
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
Sections

+35.00

+35.00
+34.00

Sculpture
Garden

Existing Trees

Section E-E’

2.5m wide
Raised
Boardwalk

Proposed bridge / Connection over River Aire
to the park from Southern side

Key Plan

F

+35.00

River Aire

4.5m wide
Floating Boardwalk

Spillover
space

E

Proposed
Cafe

Section F

E’
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
Diagram showing River level - Normal & Swollen.

The proposed design
can accommodate
about 49500 cum of
water

The plan shows the Normal River course.

The plan shows rise in River level. The design proposal does not cater for major
flood event which happned in December 2015, but takes care of ocaasional
water level rise.
This condition is seen when what level is up by about 1.5m. As this zone lies in
high flood risk zone, anything above 1.5m will flood the whole area.
This proposal may certainly minimise the damage and loss in this area and further down the river course.
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DESIGN STRATEGIES
Material Strategy

Local stone paving around St.
Ann’s Mill / Visitor’s centre.
Subtle beige or grey color.

Raised boardwalk in recylced timber.
Boardwalk base structure: Concrete / Steel
column & Steel frame grid to fix timber
panels.

Permeable resin bound
surface for curved paths on
grade - Subtle beige.

Pigmented Asphalt for cylce paths. Smooth
finish hence easy to cycle.
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DESIGN STRATEGIES
Art Work & Seats

Above: Steel Sculpture by Robin Wight at fantasy garden

Above: Sculpture by Anthony Caro at Yorkshire Sculpture park

These type of sculptures can
be placed along the boardwalk
in garden - emerginng from tall
grasses and wildflower meadows.

Robust sculptures may be placed
along the buidling in open exhibits
area - Sculptures showing history of
the place.

Above: Table by Benjamin Graindorge

Furniture which may be used in parks, which gives more
natural feel and are in-sync with the place.
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CONCLUSIONS
Existing Condition

Proposed Scenario

Presently a massive superstore sits in the extents of Intervention. Based on the
assumptions
stated earlier of this section, this land will be available for development.
In proposal diagram, the central area is free and open by removing the building block, making it
more lighter visually.

Built V/s Open

When a building is proposed, based on its use it may need related infrastucture to function,
hence wider roads, massive parking is seen on existing diagram.
Removing - Relocating the building will have cascading effect on other factors, hence the parking
is removed, road width are reduced to almost half & smaller parking pockets are proposed.

Road Network and Parking
The faint red line on the diagrams indicates area of Intervention, However in Place making terms it is said that impact of
intervention is far more than area of intervention. Proposals have cascading effect on surroundings.
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CONCLUSIONS
Existing Condition

Proposed Scenario

Existing diagram shows breaks in linkages and uneven path widths. There is no loop seen so that
people may walk down from one point to another. A complete disconnect is seen and areas have
accessibility issues.
In proposed diagram, attempt is made to have connectivity and accessibility to all areas which
then makes them secure and encourages people to socialise. The looping ensures that people
are safe.

Paths - Linkages

Area of green achieved as against the existing is enormous. Relocating the building and parking
and tweaking the road width helps to achieve about 7.5 acres or pervious area; which have
advantage to achieve high quality space.

Green Infrastructure
The faint red line on the diagrams indicates area of Intervention, However in Place making terms it is said that impact of
intervention is far more than area of intervention. Proposals have cascading effect on surroundings.
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CONCLUSIONS
Nine key points achieved as part of sustainable site initiatives mentioned in Cities Alive Book (Appendix 1).
SUSTAINABLE MASTERPLANNING
Encourage local use through ease
of access.

WHOLE AREA ACCESSIBLE PATH LOOPS

Reuse reduntant structures & adapt
existing landscapes for new uses.

ST. ANN’S MILL
AS VISITOR’S CENTRE

Respond to ecology of the place.

WETLAND PLANTING ALONG THE
RIVER EDGE.
NO INTERVENTION IN
NATURE RESERVE

ECOLOGICAL SITE DESIGN
Use indigenious and / or non
invasive plant species.

NATIVE SPECIES PROPOSED.

Minimise floodplain development.

SUPERSTORE - MAJOR
DEVELOPMENT RELOCATED TO
AVOID DAMAGES FROM FLOOD.
THIS IS A HIGH FLOOD RISK ZONE.

Reduce impervious surface.

BUILDING BLOCK, PARKING AND
WIDE PARKING ACCESS ROAD
ADDS UPTO 7.5 ACRE OF LAND. IN
PROPOSAL THESE ARE REMOVED
AND PERVIOUS SURFACE
ACHIEVED.
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Design social gathering spaces and
active frontages.

Create unique, comprehensible
and memorable places.

Provide shelter and shade with
large trees

FLOATING BOARDWALK, VIEWING
AREAS, AMPHITHEATRE.

PARK SITS IN BEAUTIFUL SETTING
AMIDST TREES AND ALONG RIVER
KEY FEATURES ARE
AMPHITHEATER, SWALE,
MEANDERING PATH.

PLAY AREAS AND SMALL
GARDENS DESIGNED WITH LARGE
TREES WHICH GIVES A SENSE OF
ENCLOSURE.
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AMSTERDAM
Analysis and Comparison
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Green Infrastructure Analysis

Green Space Structure for Leeds (Major green, Protected Ecology,Public parks, Sports pitches, Urban Agriculture) - Maps :
www.urbal.tv
A Parks & Green space strategy for Leeds by Leeds city council
Green Space Structure for Amsterdam (Polders, Wander nature, parks, Sports park, Urban Agriculture) - Maps
:
www.amsterdam.nl , http://maps.amsterdam.nl/hoofdgroenstructuur/?LANG=nl
Information on Stamp park Initiative, 1 Hectare roof garden :
Green Surge, AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS
Case Study City Portrait; part of a GREEN SURGE study on urban green infrastructure planning and governance
in 20 European cities
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Topographic Maps
http://en-gb.topographic-map.com/

Transport

Green Space Structure for Leeds (Major green, Protected Ecology,Public parks, Sports pitches, Urban Agriculture) - Maps
www.urbal.tv
A Parks & Green space strategy for Leeds by Leeds city council
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http://www.ois.amsterdam.nl/pdf/2014_yearbook_summary.pdf
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Green Space Structure for Amsterdam (Polders, Wander nature, parks, Sports park, Urban Agriculture) - Maps
www.amsterdam.nl , http://maps.amsterdam.nl/hoofdgroenstructuur/?LANG=nl
Information on Stamp park Initiative, 1 Hectare roof garden
Green Surge, AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS
Case Study City Portrait; part of a GREEN SURGE study on urban green infrastructure planning and governance
in 20 European cities
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TOWARDS THE SITE
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CASE STUDIES
Understanding Green,
Similar Examples

Previous works & studies for kirkstall valley park (KVP)

Westergasfabriek Park, Amsterdam
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http://landarchs.com/westergasfabriek-park-goes-from-a-polluted-gas-factory-to-an-award-winning-design/
https://issuu.com/dienstruimtelijkeordening/docs/parken_atlas_amsterdam/139
Image: http://www.mecanoo.nl
Images: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2015/01/westergasfabriek-park-by-gustafson-porter/
Aerial photo: Google maps

Image: https://kirkstallecoeducation.wordpress.com/2016/01/20/introduction/
Image & Text Extracted from: A Great Network: Movement and Circulation.
KVP proposals: http://kvp.org.uk/projects.htm
St. Ann’s Mill Photos: http://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/4908080

Site Analysis

Phillips Memorial Park, Godalming, United Kingdom

Aerial Views: Google maps

http://godalming-tc.gov.uk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godalming
Aerial photo: Google maps

HISTORIC MAPS & HISTORY:
Maps obtained from: Digimap - Historic roam
Kirkstall History Text: Wikipedia

Sanlihe Ecological Corridor, Qian’an, China

FLOOD RISK:
mage - http://environment.data.gov.uk/
Map & Flood plain Information Extracted from - http://maps.environment-agency.gov.uk

Text & Image: https://www.asla.org/2013awards/062.html
Images: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2012/01/ecological-coridor-landscape-architecture/
http://landarchs.com/from-neglected-to-extraordinary-the-story-of-the-qianan-sanlihe-greenway/
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Other relevant links:
Urbal.tv
http://www.leeds.gov.uk/

Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, Seoul, South Korea.
Text: https://landscapeperformance.org/case-study-briefs/cheonggyecheon-stream-restoration
Images: www.restreets.org, www.evankorea.com
kidsfuninseoul - WordPress.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cheonggyecheon

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, London, United Kingdom
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https://landarchs.com/best-ecological-designs/
https://landarchs.com/the-award-winning-queen-elizabeth-olympic-park-in-london-top-5-features-showcasingthe-future-of-sustainable-design/
Reading: The Making of the Quuen Elizabeth Olympic Park - John Hopkins and Peter Neal
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•
•
•
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Professional Planting Design - Scott C. Scarfone
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Case study analysis method
Cities Alive, Rethinking Green Infrastructure, ARUP
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